The Profile Countermovement Jump for Kick Boxing Athletes
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ABSTRACT

The countermovement jump (C.M.J.) is described as a simple, practical, legitimate, and exceptionally dependable degree of lower frame energy. C.M.J. is the maximum dependable degree of lower frame strength compared to different leaping assessments. The C.M.J. has also been shown to be associated with dash overall performance, maximal electricity, and explosive power exams. This type of research is descriptive studies. The superior selection in this study was based on research that wanted to examine and see the countermovement jump (C.M.J.) test by kickboxing athletes. The purpose of this study is to investigate and see the results of lower body strength using the countermovement jump (C.M.J.) test, which contains components in the C.M.J. test including jump height, power, concentric force, eccentric force, which is carried out by kickboxing athletes. The results showed the maximum value of each test component, namely jump height 43.7, power 4280, Concentric force 1155, eccentric force 789. Research on lower body strength conducted by kickboxing athletes or the so-called Countermovement Jump has proven reliable compared to other jumping tests. The C.M.J. can therefore be a suitable test for athletes participating in sports that require high levels of explosive power.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The countermovement jump (C.M.J.) is defined as a simple, practical, legitimate, and extraordinarily reliable measure of decrease frame strength. As a result, it is no marvel that it has come to be a cornerstone take a look at for many electricity and conditioning coaches and sports scientists. The C.M.J. is the most reliable degree of decrease body electricity in comparison to other leaping checks. The C.M.J. has also been proven to be associated with sprint overall performance, maximal strength, and explosive power checks [1]. The countermovement soar is likewise a vertical jump and one of the maximum frequently used assessments for a maximal anaerobic strength output of the decrease extremities. it is an eccentric-concentric muscle movement that entails a coordinated extension of the trunk, hips, knees, and ankles [2].

The countermovement soar (C.M.J.) is primarily used to degree the explosive energy of an athlete's lower frame. It has turn out to be one of the maximum regularly used exams by coaches and researchers to measure electricity within the lower limbs [3] indirectly. considering the fact that power is a important issue in many sports activities, and the C.M.J. is a easy, practical, and dependable measure of strength inside the lower limbs, it would look like an obvious preference as a tool for measuring and monitoring performance. but, further research is wanted to quantify the relative contribution of the kinetic and kinematic variables to this motion. From the kinetic determinants, a greater pressure or torque development price is frequently related to progressed C.M.J. performance [1]. Approximately one-third of the performance improvement consequences in arm swing from paintings and power precipitated in the shoulder joint. Countermovement intensity has additionally been related to C.M.J.'s performance, growing the variety of movement of the knee joint from 70° to 90° resulting in a 17% growth in C.M.J.’s top. in addition, a excessive ankle dorsiflexion range of motion has been shown to contribute to C.M.J. performance in men however now not women [4].

Latest research have proven that comprehensive perception into an athlete's neuromuscular feature can be acquired thru distinct analysis of force-time curves throughout specific levels or the C.M.J. when as compared to measuring soar output alone. consequently the C.M.J. can be a appropriate take a look at for athletes
taking part in sports activities that require a high degree of explosive energy, including soccer, rugby, basketball, weightlifting, and volleyball. Similarly, this check has also been shown to be the most reliable measure of lower frame strength in comparison to different popular jumping tests. Therefore, it is crucial for practitioners wishing to apply a resilience platform—primarily based C.M.J. assessment to recognize the constituent components of the C.M.J. force-time curve and recognize their relative contribution to C.M.J. overall performance and how they may be manipulated through training and education [5].

Several investigators have compared the kinetic and kinematic determinants of C.M.J., the kinematic technique factor being much less important than muscle capability, but, their technical evaluation is limited to the timing of the location of the lowest vertical middle of mass and using the swingarm. An boom in strength does no longer necessarily bring about a subsequent overall performance improvement [6].

Several researchers have found C.M.J. performance to be an objective marker of fatigue and supercompensation. However, other investigators have reported mixed results using C.M.J. measurements [12]. There are differences in findings that can be attributed to the combination of common and specific factor genes. Which includes general factors, namely: population type, duration or intensity, and intensity of activities carried out can be formed [7]. Even as the particular factors included are reporting many specific kinematic and kinetic variables, as an example, height, height electricity, relative height energy, relative electricity, common energy, peak pace, peak force, common force, charge of improvement of pressure, extrinsic time. /concentric time, flight time/eccentric time. And flight time/contraction time without or with C.M.J. load [8].

Based on the explanation above, the countermovement jump (C.M.J.) test has usually performed a function obtained through detailed analysis of the force-time curve across the specific phases of the C.M.J., beyond jump height alone [9]. The primary research revealed that when the C.M.J. variable was averaged across all trials conducted.

2. METHODS

This type of studies is descriptive research. The illustrative technique may be interpreted as a hassle-fixing process investigated by means of describing the country of the problem or object within the examine, which may be inside the form of people, establishments, communities, and others primarily based on visible or information.

The descriptive selection in this study was based on research that wanted to examine and see the countermovement jump (C.M.J.) test by kickboxing athletes. This research instrument uses a force desk test, then tested using a countermovement jump test. Analysis of the data using descriptive, the test procedure was carried out at the Rumble TC venue with 18 kickboxing recreation teams, 13 men and five women, no injuries, and recreational couples. The countermovement jump variables are jump height, power, eccentric and concentric.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The following are some of the research results that have been carried out, including the results of individual and overall tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jump Height</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>24.935</td>
<td>8.3019</td>
<td>68.921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power bear</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2685</td>
<td>1595</td>
<td>4280</td>
<td>2795.22</td>
<td>704.652</td>
<td>496534.654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentric Force</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>1155</td>
<td>677.44</td>
<td>149.601</td>
<td>22380.497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eccentric Force</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1017</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>1806</td>
<td>1187.94</td>
<td>250.347</td>
<td>62673.585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid N (listwise)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the data analysis above, the following are the results of Jump Height (J.H.), Power (P), Concentric Force (C.F.), and Eccentric Force (E.F.), as follows, the amount of data in this study is 18 athletes Kick Boxing Rumble TC. The maximum value of J.H. is 43.7cm, while the minimum value of J.H. is 14.3cm. The range of J.H. is known to be 29.4cm, and the mean obtained is 24.935 cm. Then the J.H. standard deviation is 8.3019 cm, and the J.H. variance is 68.921. Furthermore, the maximum value of P is 4280 W with a minimum value of P, which is 1595 W. The obtained Range P is 2685 W, and the mean is known to be 2795.22 W. The standard deviation of P is 704.652W, and the variance of P is 496534.654. For Concentric force (C.F.) results, the minimum value obtained is 521, and the maximum is 1155 with a standard deviation of 149.601 with a variation of 22380.497. The results of the average Concentric force of 677.44 with a range of 634. For the
eccentric strength (E.F.) results, the minimum value obtained is 789, and the maximum is 1806. While for the Standard deviation, the value is 250, 347 with a variance of 62673, 585, and for the results of the average eccentric force of 1187.94 with a range of 1017.

The results showed the maximum value of each test component, namely jump height 43.7, power 4280, Concentric force 1155, eccentric force 789. While the mean jump height is 24,935, Power is 2795.22, concentric force is 677.44, and the strange point is 1187.94. The minimum jump height is 14.3, the power is 1595, the concentric force is 521, and the eccentric point is 789. For the range of the jump height, 29.4, the emphasis is 2685, the concentric force is 634, and the abnormal staff is 1017. For the standard deviation, the result is from jump height of 8,3019, power of 704,652, the concentric force of 149,601, and eccentric force of 250,347. Meanwhile, the variance resulting from the jump height is 68,921, for the power is 496534,654, the concentric point is 22380,497, and the eccentric force is 62673,585.

Discussion tracking neuromuscular fame aligns with the capacity of the C.M.J. to come across the effects of fatigue and splendid-reimbursement on overall performance. The concept of neuromuscular popularity turned into followed in this observe, the usage of C.M.J. performance to screen fatigue and/or splendid compensatory consequences. All comparisons between the highest and average C.M.J. Overall performance discovered the mean rating extra touchy than the best rating in tracking neuromuscular popularity [13]. In addition, the following C.M.J. performance variables were additionally taken into consideration appropriate to evaluate the outstanding-compensation effect after the training intervention: top energy, common strength, height velocity, peak pressure, common impulse, and power calculated by way of equation [14]. The number one evaluation found out that after the C.M.J. variable was averaged across all trials performed, the sensitivity of the variable to discover changes in overall performance was progressed in comparison to reporting the very best price. This suggests that the possibilities of locating the real score growth whilst the imply is used to tune changes in C.M.J. performance [10].

Using the imply fee is generally used for the biomechanical parameter and has been counseled for the relevant physiological parameters. Based on the modern findings, we could not decide whether there was a distinction within the sensitivity of the C.M.J. variables related to the range of C.M.J. trials averaged. This C.M.J. overall performance evaluation has used a meta-analytical method to determine and justify why the use of imply values is greater sensitive than the best rankings in detecting exchange [15], but, psychological, physiological, and biomechanical elements also play a vital function within the overall performance of the C.M.J. in phrases of biological variability. The psychological effect of direct know-how of the consequences at some stage in multiple trials contributes to the reliability of the measurements. Different influential elements may also encompass: (i) changes inside the excitation-contraction coupling procedure and (ii) musculoskeletal redundancy, that is defined as fluctuations in individual muscle interest during pressure production that cause variability in muscle activation styles [11], consequently, the natural variability of overall performance in the course of human movement can be addressed, properly, whilst the mean method is used to reveal neuromuscular reputation. Acute look at exclusion (3 weeks in duration) can also have affected the outcomes. Critical research had been excluded to minimize confounding of education interventions (short-time period and long-term); however, the course of the blanket interventions varied extensively and need to be considered whilst interpreting the results [24]. Of be aware, many acute interventions have located the C.M.J. timing variable to be sensitive in detecting critical changes in C.M.J. performance.

Appreciably, the functionality to lessen the diploma of muscle slack and speedy build up stimulation in the S.J. can be important to high-depth sports activities overall performance due to the fact there's usually now not sufficient time to perform a large countermovement at some stage in maximum excessive-depth sports situations [16]. Schooling would possibly consequently try and decrease the difference among C.M.J. and S.J. performances by training in particular on these talents. As said previously, the capability to quickly building up stimulation may be associated with coordination. It's miles critical to precisely mimic the intermuscular coordination styles of vertical jumping in the course of training [17]. Schooling would possibly consequently try and decrease the difference among C.M.J. and S.J. performances by training in particular on these talents. As said previously, the capability to quickly building up stimulation may be associated with coordination. It's miles critical to precisely mimic the intermuscular coordination styles of vertical jumping in the course of training [18].

It has been counseled that creating pretension by using co-contractions is the only effective acute approach to lessen muscle slack [19]. Training should therefore purpose to enhance the functionality to increase pretension correctly, this can be achieved with the aid of appearing actions beneath time stress and applying volatile masses and surfaces for the duration of schooling [20]. Especially, the athlete does now not have time to carry out a massive countermovement while there's time pressure. Therefore, pretension is the simplest realistic solution to minimize muscle slack and entire the motion underneath time strain. Unstable hundreds and surfaces may also reason perturbations inside the route, and while there is very little time for correction of these perturbations, reflexes can be too gradual. Pretension is the simplest adequate approach to minimize those perturbations because of the reflex effect [21].

Individuals might also carry out more motor tasks constantly, and therefore higher jump performance can
be anticipated for professional as compared to unskilled contributors [23]. Further, youngsters and non-lively people may additionally show greater massive variability in acting motor responsibilities, hence the perfect desire of jumping technique for performance assessments in this populace may be extra important [22]. Records on the variety of leaping overall performance within the counter-movement of jumping with a swing of the arm and the akimbo arm concerning special hobby degrees is missing, but, this records is essential for hints at the favored jumping technique for performance assessments in individuals from various sports activities.

4. CONCLUSION

In this study, lower body strength results were obtained using the countermovement jump (C.M.J.) test. The analysis description shows that the Countermovement Jump (C.M.J.) test includes the test components, namely Jump height, Power, Eccentric Force, and Concentric Force. The maximum value of each test component is the jump height 43.7, power 4280, concentric force 1155, eccentric force 789.

Research on lower body strength conducted by kickboxing athletes, also known as Countermovement Jump, has proven to be reliable compared to other jumping tests. Therefore C.M.J. can be a suitable test for athletes who follow sports that require high levels of explosive power.
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